FLUROPON®
70% PVDF COATING SYSTEM

Fluoron® is our premium performance coating system, trusted for over 50 years and featured on monumental architecture around the world. This flagship system meets or exceeds AAMA 2605 and AAMA 621 standards, providing exceptional durability for exterior metal building products.

Known for its outstanding resistance to UV rays, challenging traffic and chemical degradation, Fluoron coating systems deliver long-lasting color and gloss retention. So your vision stays as true as the day you imagined it.

DREAM IN COLOR

The limits to our coil and extrusion coatings portfolio are bound only by your imagination, because we can match nearly every color you can think up.

This guide lists a selection of over 50,000 colors available to you. Color options include solids, metallics and special effects with Solar Reflectivity data available upon request.

Request your custom color or order samples today.

(866) 351-6900
FLUROPON® 70% PVDF COATINGS

Fluoron® 70% PVDF coating systems for exterior metal building products offer superior weathering performance over a wide range of color and exposure conditions. Fluoron® coating systems deliver outstanding color and gloss retention to keep your building looking new for years to come.

AAinha Performance

Fluoron® coating systems meet the industry’s toughest performance requirements, including: AAMA 2605, AAMA 621, and AAMA 2522 test standards. Select test methods shown. For more information on AAMA standards, visit aama.org. For individual test data on Fluoron products, request Fluoron product data sheet.

Standards

AAMA is the American Architectural Manufacturers Association, an organization that sets standards for building products and systems, as an addition to the fenestration industry. Fluoron® Coatings meet the requirements of AAMA 621 and AAMA 2522 test standards. Select test methods shown. For more information on AAMA standards, visit aama.org. For individual test data on Fluoron products, request Fluoron product data sheet.

Fluoron® Coating Applications

Fluoron® Coatings are used to provide superior performance on a wide range of metal building products, from architectural to structural, including:

- Architectural Metal Panels
- Metal Roofing and Siding
- Metal Wall Panels
- Metal Expansion Joint Covers
- Metal Flashing
- Extruded Aluminum
- Rolling Shutters
- Industrial Roofing
- Metal Finishes
- Sandwich Panels
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Fluoron® Classics II is a two-coat system that provides a classic metallic sparkle effect without the need for separate primer and topcoat application. Fluoron® Classics II is a two-coat system that provides a classic metallic sparkle effect without the need for separate primer and topcoat application.